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The purpose of this paper is to describe the full space of solutions of the 
equation 
Aa = ca, (1) 
where A is the Laplacian, a is a p-form on treal or complex hyperbolic 
n-space X, and c a complex constant. (Complex hyperbolic n-space can be 
thought of as the unit ball in C” acted on by the group of biholomorphic 
transforms.) 
Helgason solved (1) on R” and, for p = 0, on noncompact semisimple 
Riemannian symmetric spaces of rank one [S]. The latter result is a 
particular case of Helgason’s conjecture, proved in [6] (see also [lo]). 
Here is an outline of the results. Let HP be the space of solutions of (1). 
There are irreducible homogeneous vector bundles E, , . . . . E, over the boun- 
dary 8X of X such that the space C-“(0 Ei) of hyperfunction sections of 
0 Ei is a natural candidate to be isomorphic to HP, via some Poisson 
transform (i.e., continuous intertwining operator) @. If c ~0, such an 
isomorphism does exist, and each @Cru( Ei) is an eigenspace for all 
invariant differential operators (Theorem 3), like in Helgason’s conjecture 
(except for the fact that here there are several summands). 
The interesting phenomena occur when c = 0 and 0 <p < dim, X. 
Although the representations C -“‘( @ Ei) and HP still have the same com- 
position factors, they are no longer isomorphic (Theorem 2). To get a sur- 
jective Poisson transform, one needs a bigger homogeneous vector bundle 
F. The “size” of F can be measured by a nonnegative integer as follows. 
Pick some u in dX and consider the complexified nilradical n of the Lie 
algebra formed by those inlinitesimal isometries of X which vanish at U. 
Then n acts on the fiber F, with some nilpotency degree k (the trivial 
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action is normalized to have degree 0). I call the smallest k allowing a 
surjective Poisson transform the nildegree of HP. Theorem 1, which is the 
main result, gives the nildegree of Hp. 
This paper has been strongly inspired by Schmid’s proof of Helgason’s 
conjecture as it is sketched in [lo]. I have been impressed by the beauty of 
both the statement and the idea of its proof. My arguments also rely 
heavily on some ideas of Casselman explained in [ 11. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
1.1. Statement of Theorem 1 
1. Let F be either R or C. Identify F” with the set of points in the projec- 
tive space P”(F) with homogeneous coordinates (z, l), z in F”, and define 
X (resp. 8X) as the unit ball (resp. sphere j in F” c P”(F). If F = R (resp. C) 
the group O(n, 1) (resp. SU(n, 1)) acts transitively on X. Let G be the 
quotient of this group by the (finite) kernel of this action. The stabilizer of 
the origine is K= O(n) (resp. U(n)). Hence X can be identified with the 
symmetric space G/K. The stabilizer P of e, (the last vector of the canonical 
basis of F”) contains a largest nilpotent subgroup N. 
2. Suppose F = C. Recall that a p-form a is said to be primitive if it is 
orthogonal to ,5,P for any (p - 2)-form /I, where L is exterior multiplication 
by the imaginary part of the hermitian inner product. Any p-form a has a 
unique Lefschetz decomposition 
a=a,+La,+Lza,+~~~, 
where aO, al, . . . are primitive. Moreover a0 is zero if p > n. 
From now on it will be assumed that, for F = C, a in (1) is a primitive 
form of bidegree p = (pl, pz). There is no lost of generality because the 
operator L (resp. A) increases the bidegree by (1, 1) (resp. by (0, 0)), and 
both operators commute. The expression “a (primitive) p-form” will stand 
for “a p-form which is supposed to be primitive if F = C”, In the complex 
case, set 1 pJ =pI +pz. 
3. Let n, (resp. n) be the real (resp. complexified) Lie algebra of N. (The 
same kind of notations will be used-without any further comment-to 
denote other Lie algebras.) For any smooth P-module V, define the 
sequence of submodules V, c V, c . . . c V recursively as follows: I’,, is the 
space of N-invariants in V and, for k = 1, 2, . . . . set 
V,= {VE VlnvE V,-,}, 
and denote by V, the union of all Vk. Recall that HP is the space of 
solutions of (1). 
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LEMMA 1. Each Hkp is finite dimensional. 
4. To any finite dimensional P-module V, attach the G-module YV as 
follows. Let W be the space of analytic sections of the homogeneous vector 
bundles over aA’ whose fiber above e, is I’*, where here and in the sequel 
the superscript “star” always means “algebraic dual.” Then $I’ is the 
strong continuous dual of W. Note that 9V contains V in a natural way. 
Equip HP with the topology of convergence on compact sets. 
DEFINITION 1. Call a continuous G-homomorphism from YI’ to HP a 
Poisson transform, and call a P-homomorphism from V to HP a Poisson 
kernel. 
5. It is easy to see that any Poisson transform restricts to a Poisson 
kernel and any Poisson kernel extends uniquely to a Poisson transform. 
LEMMA 2. For k large enough, the Poisson transform @: YH{ + HP, 
extending the inclusion of HP into HP, is surjective. 
Indeed, the range of @ is dense by Casselman’s Theorem [ 1, Sect. 41, 
and it is closed by Schmid’s Theorem [lo]. (More details will be given in 
paragraph 12. )
DEFINITION 2. Call the smallest k for which Lemma 2 holds the nil- 
degree of Hp. 
THEOREM 1. Let k be the nildegree of HP. (Recall 1 p 1 < n. ) 
(a) SupposeO<IpI<dim,Xandc=O. Thenk=l ifF=R.lfF=C 
one has 
k=l if P,Pz=O, 
k=3 if p,pz#O and IpI=n, 
k = 2 for the other values of p. 
(b) In the other cases k is zero. 
6. The aim of this paragraph is just to illustrate, in the simplest example 
of harmonic functions on hyperbolic plane, how the above Poisson trans- 
form is related to the usual one. Take the model of the upper half plane 
Im z > 0. Then e = C @ C Im z. The G-modules .YC can be identified with 
the space of l-forms fi on the circle with hyperfunction coefficients, and @b 
is just the constant j fl. The module Y(C Im z) is isomorphic to the space 
of hyperfunctions f on the circle and @f is the usual Poisson transform 9f: 
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Note that @ is canonical, in contrast to 9, which must be normalized (even 
if everybody will agree that the usual normalization is the best one!). 
1.2. Statement of Theorem 2 
7. Let V be a n-dimensional inner product space over F. If F = C 
(resp. C), denote by Ai V the space APV@C (resp. the space of primitive 
vectors in Ih\pI,pZ (I’63 p), where P is the complex conjugate to V, and 
p= (pl,pZ)). If V= F”, write .4: for A,PF”. Set 
S,= {qEZ(p- l<q<p,Obq<n- l} if F=R 
Sp={q~Z21pj-1fqj<pj7qjB0,1q(=q~+q~<n-1j if F = C. 
Then one has the M-isomorphism 
Moreover, A; is K-irreducible. (This can be proved using Weyl dimension 
formula. Then (2) follows from identity (9) in Kraljevic [8, Sect. 41.) 
8. The space F”- ‘, viewed as lying into the real space tangent to dX at 
e n, is invariant under the stabilizer P of e,. Since P acts on the standard 
inner product of F” ’ as multiplication by positive numbers, the space 
4-L is P-invariant. Hence, if E denotes the homogeneous vector bundle 
over 8X whose fiber above e, is F”-- ‘, one can form the vector bundle 
A:- 1 E. Let C-w(Azp, E) be the space of hyperfunction sections of this 
bundle. (If F = R, this is nothing but the space of q-forms with hyper- 
function coefficients because E is just the tangent bundle; if F = C, one can 
think of these sections as partially defined q-forms.) 
THEOREM 2. Suppose c = 0. Then 
(a) the G-module HP has the same compositin factors (with mul- 
tiplicities) as 
(b) @ is an isomorphism of Cpw( A,P- , E*) onto the space of coclosed 
forms en HP, unless F = R and p = (n - 1)/2; 
(c) there is a unique eigenspace EP for all invariant differential 
operators which is contained in HP; each composition factor of HP occurs 
exactly once in EP; the nildegree of EP is 0 for p = 0 or p = dim, X, and 1 
otherwise; 
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(d) there is a unique minimal (resp. maximal) submodule in HP; 
(e) if F = R and 0 < p < n, the only nontrivial submodules of HP are 
Ker d n Ker d*, HP n Ker d, HP n Ker d*, HP n Ker dd*; 
moreover the strong continuous dual of HP is isomorphic to one of its dense 
subspace; 
(f) tf F = R or p, pz #O, the strong continuous dual of HP is 
isomorphic to a dense subspace of the G-module complex conjugate to HP. 
1.3. Statement of Theorem 3 
9. Let MC P be O(n - 1) (resp. U(n - 1)) in the real (resp. complex) 
case, and A be the subgroup of G corresponding to the matrices 
I 0 
( > 0 a’ 
where I is the (n - 1) by (n - 1) identity matrix and a is of the form 
cash r sinh T 
sinh T coshr > ’ 
for some real r. Equip A,“-, with the unique P-module structure such that 
M acts as before and A acts trivially. There is a unique linear function r on 
the complexified Lie algebra a of A such that the eigenvalues of a acting on 
n are t (resp. t and 2t) in the real (resp. complex) case. 
LEMMA 3. Let q be in S,. Then there is a P-invariant subspace Vq in HOp 
such that Vq is P-isomorphic to e”‘Az ~, for some p in C. 
For each q in S,, pick some Vq 21 e”‘Az _ , with Re p maximal (cl 
depending on q), Vq as in Lemma 3. 
THEOREM 3. If c # 0, then the Poisson transform 
extending the inclusion of Vq into HP, is a topological isomorphism. Further- 
more each @YVq is an eigenspace for all invariant dtffeential operators. 
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2. PROOFS 
2.1. Proof of Theorem 1 
For c # 0 Theorem 1 will follow from Theorem 3, and for p = 0 it is just a 
particular case of Helgason’s conjecture. So suppose c = 0 and p # 0. 
2.1.1. First Part 
This first part of the proof starts by showing (Proposition 1) that the 
Poisson transforms defined above are morphisms in the category, denoted 
here by 9, of maximal globalizations of Harish-Chandra modules 
[lO]+category which is, by a result of Schmid, equivalent to the category 
of Harish-Chandra modules. Then I define the nildegree of a morphism in 
Y and use this notion to define the nildegree of an object (Definition 4). 
Casselman’s theorems asserting the exactness and the “nonvanishing” of 
the Jacquet module functor provide an upper bound for the nildegree of 
morphisms (Lemma 5(a)). Finally I note some elementary properties of the 
nildegree of a composition (Lemma 5(b) and 5(c)). 
10. Recall the following definitions and results. A vector in a K-module 
is said to be K-finite if it lies in some finite dimensional K-submodule. A 
Hurish-Chundra module is a vector space v on which g and K act linearly 
and compatibly in such a way that the three conditions below are satisfied: 
all vectors in v are K-finite, v is admissible (i.e., each irreducible K-module 
occurs finitely often in v), and v is finitely generated over g. The K-finite 
vectors in the algebraic dual v* of a Harish-Chandra module v is again a 
Harish-Chandra module (see, for example, [4, 2.61) denoted by v’-of 
course v” = v. Define a G-module as a locally convex complete Hausdorff 
vector space V with the following properties: G acts linearly on V in such a 
manner that the map G x V+ V is continuous, V is K-admissible, and is 
finitely generated (in the topological sense). The (dense) subspace v of K- 
finite vectors in any G-module V forms a Harish-Chandra module, called 
the Harish-Chandra module of V, and one has the inclusions v c Vc v’*. 
Say that a G-module V is a maximal globalization if any .continuous 
intertwining operator from V into any G-module has closed range. (This 
terminology comes from the fact that any other G-module having the same 
Harish-Chandra module as the maximal globalization V injects con- 
tinuously into V [lo].) 
11. Then the following assertions are immediate consequences of 
Schmid’s theorem in [lo]: 
(a) there is a category 9’ whose objects are the maximal 
globalizations and whose morphisms are the continuous intertwining 
operators, 
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(b) the functor attaching to any G-module V in Y its Harish- 
Chandra module v is an equivalence of categories, and V is called the 
maximal globalization of v, 
(c) if a Harish-Chandra module v is made up of smooth sections of 
some homogeneous vector bundle over hyperbolic n-space X, then its 
closure V (in the smooth topology) is in 9’ (in [lo] the maximal 
globalization was defined by imbedding the Harish-Chandra module into 
the space of smooth sections of any homogeneous vector bundle over X 
admitting such an imedding, and then taking the closure), 
(d) if W is a finite dimensional P-module, then YW (paragraph 4) is 
in 9, 
(e) if V and W are as above, then any P-morphism from W to V 
extends uniquely to a morphism from 9 W to V in the category Y. 
12. The following proposition will be constantly used without any 
mention. 
PROPOSITION 1. The Poisson transform @ : SH[ + HP (paragraph 5) is 
in the category 9. 
Proof In view of the previous observations, it is enough to check that 
(hp) is finitely generated, where hP is the Harish-Chandra module of HP. 
Let w be the submodule of (hp)’ generated by the image of the map from 
(A;)* to (hp)’ whose K-finite transposed is the evaluation at 0, let a be a 
form in hP orthogonal to w, and let u be in the universal envelopping 
algebra of g. Then ua vanishes at 0. By regularity, a is zero. Hence w is the 
full module (hP)‘. 1 
PROPOSITION 2. Let v be a Harish-Chandra module and V be its 
maximal globalization. Then 
(a) V, = (v’*), (see paragraph 3), 
(b) the functor mapping V to V, is exact, 
(c) V, is dense in V, 
(d) V, is finite dimensional and the morphism from YV, extending the 
inclusion of Vk into V, provided by assertion (e) in paragraph 11, is surjective 
for k large enough. 
Proof By a result of Casselman and Osborne [2,2.3], v’ is finitely 
generated over n. Hence v’/n’+’ v’ (where the “denominator” denotes the 
vector space generated by all the x, . . . xk + , v’s with xj in n and v in v’) is a 
finite dimensional P-module. Let ik be the Harish-Chandra module of K- 
finite sections of the homogeneous vector bundle over aA’ whose fiber at e, 
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is v’fnki r v’. By Frobenius reciprocity [ 1, Sect. 2; 4, 4.91, there is a unique 
map from v’ to ik such that the composition 
v’ + ik + v’/nk + Iv’, 
where the second map is the evaluation at e,,, is the natural projection. In 
the transposed diagram 
(v’*), + ik* + v’*, 
the first map is the inclusion of (v’*)~ into Y(v’*), followed by the 
inclusion of the latter space into ik*, the second map extends a morphism 
in the category Y from Y(v’*), to V, and the composition is the natural 
inclusion. This proves (a). By a theorem of Casselman [1, Sect. 41, the 
functor v + (v’*)= is exact. Hence (b) follows from the equivalence of 
categories theorem above (paragraph 11(b)). To prove (c), let W be the 
closure of V, in V. It is G-invariant. By the exactness statement (b), 
( V/W), is zero. Hence so is (v/w),, . * Then the nonvanishing theorem of 
Casselman [ 1, Sect. 5; 4, 4.221 implies v = w, as desired. Now (d) follows 
from (c) and paragaph 11(e). 1 
Note that part (d) of the above proposition implies Lemmas 1 and 2 
(paragraphs 3,4). 
13. Let V be an A-module and 1 be a complex number. 
DEFINITION 3. Say that 1 is a weight of V if there is a nonzero veclor v 
in V such that hv = -At(h) v for all h in a. Say that A is a minimal weight of 
V if A is a weight but 1 -k is not a weight for any positive integer k. Denote 
the set of weights (resp. minimal weights) of V by W(V) (resp. W,(V)). 
If V is a maximal globalization, the k’s with 1 in W,( VO) are sometimes 
called the leading exponents of L)‘, the dual Harish-Chandra module of V. 
LEMMA 4. If V is a P-module, then W( V,/V, ~, ) c W( V,) + k. 
Proof. By definition, the weights of n are - 1 if F = R and { - 1, - 2, } if 
F=C. 1 
Let 4: T + U be a nonzero morphism in Y. 
DEFINITION 4. Say that k is the nildegree of 4 if k is the smallest integer 
such that bTk # 0. Say that the potential nildegree of 4 is the smallest non- 
negative integer of the form p - ,I with 1 in W,( TO) and p in W,((qiT),) if 
such an integer exists, and 0 otherwise. And say that the nildegree of T is 
the largest nildegree that any projection of T onto one of its irreducible 
quotients can have. 
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Check that this is compatible with Definition 2 paragraph 5. Let 
4 : T + U and $ : U + V be two morphisms in Y such that the composition 
$4 is surjective (and nonzero). Let k, Z, and m be the respective nildegrees 
of 4, vk and $4. 
LEMMA 5. One has 
(a) the nildegree cannot exceed the potential nildegree, 
(b) m<k+l, 
(c) if m = k + 1, then there are some weights 1, p, and v of resp. T,, 
U,, and V,, with p-A=k and v-p=l. 
Proof Part (a) follows from Proposition 2(b) and Lemma 4, which also 
implies parts (b) and (c). 1 
2.1.2. Second Part 
This second part consists in some explicit computations in order to pin 
down, using the observations made in the first part, the nildegree of the 
projection of HP onto its unique irreducible quotient. 
14. Suppose F=C. Let D* (resp. 6*) be the codiffeential d* (resp. a*) 
viewed as an operator on primitioe forms, and let D (resp. 4) be its adjoint. 
PROPOSITION 3. The following identities, as well as their “complex con- 
jugates” and “adjoints”, hold when restricted to primitive 1 p I-forms: 
D’=O, Dd= -dD, ~=DD*+D*D+ 
BD* 
n+l-IpI’ 
n-lpl 
Ipl-n-1 
DD*=D*~. 
Proof: The first two formulas are obvious. Using the classical relations 
between the operators L, L*, a, a, d*, a* (see [ll, V.l.l, V.4.101 for 
instance), check the identity 
o=a- 
iLd* 
n+l-lpl 
on primitive p-forms. Then the last two equalities can be proved by 
staightforward computations. 1 
Using the identification of N x a0 with X via the map (x, h)t+ xehO, 
consider the linear function t on a as a function on X. Now suppose F = R. 
Equip X with the curvature - 1 metric. 
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LEMMA 6. There is an orthonormal basis r 1, . . . . t,, of the space of NA- 
invariant l-forms on X such that 
Proof Straightforward. 1 
15. Suppose F =C. As usual denote the complex conjugation by an 
overbar. 
LEMMA 7. Zf the metric of X is suitably normalized (as will be assumed), 
there exists an orthogonal basis [, , [, , . . . . c,,, [” of the space of NA-invariant 
l-forms and functions z,, Z,, . . . . z,-, , Z,-, on X such that 
azj = t?yj, azj = 0, at= -fin, Xj= fin A Cjv 
The length of r;i is 3. Moreover any function f on X such that f (0) = 0 and 
xf is constant for all x in n is a linear combination of the zj’s and Zj’s. 
Proof Identify n, x a0 with X by sending (x, h) to exehO. Since the 
Heisenberg group N is nilpotent and simply connected, it can be identified 
with its Lie algebra via the exponential map. All brackets of length three 
being zero, the group multiplication can be easily written on n. Also 
observe that D is nothing but a composed with the projection on the 
primitive part. Using these facts together with Sects, l.A, B in Koranyi and 
Reimann [7], and making some straightforward computations, one proves 
the lemma. 1 
16. Let a be any member of the basis mentionned in Lemmas 6 and 7, let 
v be the vector field on X dual ro a, and denote by e(a) (resp. t(a)) the left 
exterior multiplication by a (resp. the interior product by, v). If F = R 
(resp. C) identify A; (paragraph 7) with the space of NA-invariant 
(primitive) p-forms on X. Note that C”O(a,) @ A,P- I is the space of smooth 
N-invariant (primitive) p-forms on X. Denote it by Q;, and observe that it 
admits the decomposition 
if F=R, and 
(3) 
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where r = (1, 0), s = (0, 1 ), and z is the projection on the primitive part, if 
F = C. 
The next lemma follows from the two previous ones and implies 
Lemma 3 (paragraph 10). 
LEMMA 8. If F = R, then d and d* are respectively equal to 
and - &b- 1 -P)) G,)) 
on the first (resp. second) summand of (3), and to zero on the other ones. If 
F = C, D (resp. D* ) is given 61 
i d_,p, -5 at ( > nE(Sn) 
on the first two summands of (4) (resp. by 
i 
( 
i-(2n- I PI,) l(L) 
on the third summand of (4) and by 
on the last summand of (4)), and by zero on the other ones. 
LEMMA 9. There is a unique irreducible (closed) submodule UP in HP. 
The multiplicity of AZ in Up is 1 for q = p and 0 otherwise. 
Prooj In view of Proposition 2(c), it suffices to check, using 
Theorems 2, 5, 6 in [3] and Theorems 7.5, 8.7, 9.2 in [S], the following 
facts. If V is a p-irreducible submodule of Hg, then there is a unique com- 
position factor F of Y V containing A R. Moreover F does not depend on V 
and A: occurs exactly once in F. 1 
17. Suppose 1~ 1 p ) d (dim, X)/2. 
LEMMA 10. Zf F = R, then 
W(H,p)=(p-l,p, n-l-p, n-p},. W(U,p)= {p, n-p}. 
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Zf F=C andp,p,#O, then 
~~~,P~=~(IpI-~,lpI-~,IpI,~~-lpI,~~-IpI+~,~~-lpI+2} 
n (0, 4 2, . ..})\{n) 
if IplZn 
if IpI=n. 
If F=C andp,p,=O, then 
i 
{IPI> 
WW’ in+ 1> 
if IPlZn 
if IpI=n. 
Proof: Follows from Lemmas 8 and 9. 1 
18. Let S be the set {d, d*} (resp. {D, D, D*, D*}) if F=R (resp. C). 
PROPOSITION 4. One has 
(a) the submodule Up of HP is the intersection of all Ker E with E 
in S. 
(b) for any maximal submodule W of HP, there is a bidegree q and a 
morphism Efrom HP to Hq which can be written as a word in the elements of 
S such that W= HP n Ker E, 
(c) if F = R (resp. C), any morphism from any submodule of HP to Hq 
is given by a noncommutative polynomial in d and d* (resp. D, D, D*, D*). 
Proof. If F = R (a) was proved in [3, Theorems 2, 5,6]. So suppose 
F = C. Let W be the intersection mentionned in the statement. By con- 
tradiction, suppose W is strictly bigger than Up. By Lemma 8 and 
Theorem 2(a), the irreducible quotients of W must be of the form Uq with 
I q1 = ) pI + 1. Suppose there is such a quotient with q =p + (0, 1) and 
p1 # 0, the other cases being similar. Check, using Lemmas 7 and 8, that 
the form 
c( 
P 
=~,e(2n-IPl)r r 
61 A ... A i,, A c,,,, A ... A [lp, 
is harmonic and satisfies 
DD*DCC, z 0. (5) 
Hence D and bDD* are linearly independant in Hom(HP, Hq). But by 
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Frobenius reciprocity, relation (2) (paragraph 7), and Theorem 2(a) 
(paragraph 8), the dimension of this space is 2. Then the projection of W 
onto Uq is a linear combination of the two previous operators. This is a 
contradiction. Parts (b) and (c) follow from (a). l 
19. It s&ices to prove Theorem 1 in the following cases: (a) F = R; (b) 
F=C, pz=O, l<p,<n-1; (c)F=C, p=(n,O); (d) F=C, IpI=rz, 
p,p2#O; (e)F=C, l<p,,p,<lpldn-1. 
LEMMA 11. In rhe case (a) (resp. (b), (c), (d), (e)) the kernel of dd* 
(resp. DD*D, bD*, (DD*)2, (DD*)2) intersected with HP is the unique 
ma.uimal submodule of HP. 
Proof Consider the last case (the other being similar). By -- 
Propositions 3 and 4(c), the space End(HP) is generated by 1, DD*, DD*, 
and (DO*)*). But by Frobenius reciprocity, formula (2) (paragraph 7) and 
Theorem 2(a), this space is four dimensional. Hence (DD*)2 is nonzero. In 
view of the previous lemma, it s&ices to check that for any q and E as in 
Lemma 12, there is some word F in the alphabet S (paragraph 18) such 
that the operator EF is a multiple of (DD*)2. Using Proposition 3, this 
verification is straightforward. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. In case (a), the theorem follows from Lem- 
mas 5(a), 8, 10, and 11. In case (b), it follows from (5) and Lemmas 8, 10, 
and 11. In case (c), it follows from (5) (with c1,, q = (n - l,O), instead of 
clp) and Lemmas 7, 8, 10, and 11. In case (d), it follows from Lem- 
mas 5(a)(b)(c), 8, 10, and 11. In case (e), it follows from Lemmas 5(a)(b), 
8, 10, and 11. 1 
2.2. Proof of Theorem 2 
20. Set V= S(C@, F”)@(A,P)*. Think of the algebraic dual V* of Vas 
the space of Al-valued formal power series on F”, on which the hyperbolic 
Laplacian A acts in a natural way. 
LEMMA 12. The spaces Ker(A: V* + V*) and QqSS, C-“(Al-, E*) 
haue isomorphic K-finite parts. 
Proof: Let L be the Euclidean Laplacian acting on V*. The transposed 
operator L’ acts on I’**, but also on V-and so does A’. Let K be a fixed 
K-type (i.e., an equivalence class of irreducible representations of K), and, 
for any K-module W, let W be the K-isotypic component of W. Denote by 
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Vk the space of vectors of degree at most k in V. For k large enough, one 
has the following K-isomorphisms: 
1(~)*“~(J$-?)*“2(&)*XIKer(d: V*+ V*)K. 1 
LEMMA 13. The K-finite harmonic A,P-valued formal power series on F” 
converge on X. 
Proof: Let I be the interval 10, 1 [. Identify X- (0) with Ix 8x via 
XH (1x1, JxIP’ x). Over X- {0}, the space of smooth (primitive) p-forms 
is K-isomorphic to 
(6) 
Let p be the canonical coordinate on I. In terms of the above decom- 
position, the Laplacian has the form 
where c is a nonzero constant, m a positive integer and Dj(p) a K- 
endomorphism of the (finite dimensional) left factor in (6). Since the 
infinitesimal isometries are polynomial vector fields on XC F”, it will 
follow from the next lemma that D,(p) is a (vector valued) Laurent 
polynomial in p. Using this information, it is easy to see that if x;=0 a,pk 
(ak in the second factor of (6)) is a harmonic formal power series on F”, 
than the ak’s will have at most polynomial growth. Hence the series 
converges for p < 1. 1 
21. Normalize the Killing form on g (the complexified Lie algebra of G) 
so that the linear function t on a has length one. 
LEMMA 14. The Laplacian of X and the Casimir of G acting on p-forms 
are equal, except for the sign. 
Proof. By symmetry about the origin of X c F”, the difference between 
the hyperbolic star operator and the Euclidean one has a zero of order two 
at 0. (The Euclidean metric on F” has been normalized.) This implies that 
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the difference between the hyperbolic Laplacian and the Euclidean one has 
order zero at 0. Using the same kind of argument, one sees successively the 
two following facts. If < is the infinitesimal hyperbolic translation moving 
the origin toward e,, then the action of 5 on a p-form c1 satisfies 
(a=(~+ bxi+ . ..)g+x.,Da 
n 
on Re,, where a and b are constants and D is an order zero differential 
operator. This implies that the sum of the Casimir and the Euclidean 
Laplacian has order zero at 0. Now the sum of the hyperbolic Laplacian 
and the Casimir has order zero (in view of the previous observations), 
annihilates the constants and commutes with the differential. Hence this 
sum is zero. 1 
22. Proof of Theorem 2. Set 
WP’ @ c-yn;-,E*). 
qESp 
By Lemmas 12 and 13, HP and Wp are K-isomorphic. By Lemmas 9 and 
14, if a composition factor of HP contains A; for some r, it is isomorphic to 
u’ (for a unique r). By [3, Theorem 5) and Theorems 7.5, 8.7, 9.2 in [8] 
the same is true for Wp. This proves (a). In the real case, (b), (c), and (d) 
can be easily deduced from T!leorems 2,5, and 6 (with its proof) in [3]. So 
suppose F = C. The injectivity statement in (b) follows from Kraljevic 
theorems just quoted together with Lemma 8. The surjectivity assertion is a 
consequence of part (a), Propositions 3, 4(c), and Lemma 9. To prove (c) 
one can add relation (5) to the ingredients used to prove (b). Part (d) is an 
immediate consequence of Lemmas 9 and 12. For F = R or C, part (f) 
follows from Lemmas 9, 11, and 14. m 
Wilfried Schmid drew my attention to the space V* of formal solutions 
of (1) and pointed out to me that Lemma 13 should be true and easy to 
prove. 
2.3. Proof of Theorem 3 
23. Recall that c in (1) is supposed to be nonzero. In the real case, one 
has 
HP=(HPnImd)@(HPnImd*), 
the projections being given by c - ‘dd* and CC ‘d*d. This decomposition, 
together with Theorem 2’ in [3], implies Theorem 3. 
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Consider the complex case. 
LEMMA 15. Let F be a finite dimensional irreducible G-module. Then the 
space F,, of N-invariants in F is the only irreducible P-module such that F is a 
quotient of YF,. 
Proof: Let t be the complexified Lie algebra of a maximal torus in M. 
Then t @a is a Cartan subalgebra of g. Pick a positive root system 
@+(t @a, g) whose restriction to a contains t. Those positive roots which 
vanish on a form, when restricted to t, another positive root system 
0 + (t, m). Hence any primitive vector of the M-module F, is also a 
primitive vector of the G-module F. Since F is irreducible, so is F,. The 
inclusion of FO into F extends to a map from YF, onto F. Conversely, if 
9 V is mapped onto F for some irreducible P-module V, the restriction to V 
is an isomorphism onto F,. 1 
LEMMA 16. Let lfq be as in Theorem 3. Then all the K-types A:,, S, 3 q, 
occur in the sarhe composition factor FY of YVy. Moreover FY is either the 
full space 9 Vq or finite dimensional. 
Proof This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 7.5 and 8.7 in 
PI. I 
LEMMA 17. The composition factor FY is the unique irreducible sub- 
module in XV“. 
Proof. Suppose FY is finite dimensional (otherwise there is nothing to 
prove by Lemma 16). Lemma 15 implies that F; is M-irreducible. Then, 
by Proposition 3, Lemmas 8, 16, and Frobenius reciprocity, Fg is P- 
isomorphic either to ecl’Az-, or to e(2n-r)rA:-, . The proof of Lemma 15 
shows that Fz 1 e”‘A: ~ , with Y d 0. Hence one has v = 2n - p. Since Fq is a 
quotient of 9F8, it is a submodule of YVq (because these two modules are 
dual conjugate). By vertue of a result of MiliCiE [9, Theorem p. 753, there 
are no other irreducible submodules in YV4. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3. The subspace Fq cannot be killed by @. Hence 
3 Vq is mapped injectively by @ into HP. The various V4 (q E S,) being 
pairwise inequivalent, the sum of the @9V4 must be direct. Finally, the 
statement of Lemma 12 with A -c instead of A (whose proof is identical) 
implies the first assertion. To show that @YV4 is an eigenspace, first 
observe that, by Lemma 8, @YV4 contains an eigenspace E. Then note 
that, by [3, Sect. 4.11, Lemmas 16 and 17 still hold for F = R. But 
Lemma 17 clearly implies E = @Y Vq. 1 
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